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Introduction to SmarterMoney+ Review
Special issue on Benchmarking for Impact Investing
Fall 2017

Letter from Contributing Editor
This issue of SmarterMoney+ Review presents a compendium of recent
research and resources on benchmarking market-rate impact investments
across asset classes. For many years, investors and fiduciaries have asked
whether investing in proactive pursuit of sustainable environmental and social
impacts can generate competitive financial returns. Today it is clear that
impact investing presents a wide spectrum of financial risk and return
characteristics from investments that explicitly seek concessionary financial
returns to those that generate premium financial returns while integrating
impact considerations into investment research, analysis, decision-making, and
engagement. This edition of SmarterMoney+ Review focuses on the latter,
asking not whether impact investments can generate market-rate returns but
rather how impact investors measure competitive financial returns using an
increasingly sophisticated set of benchmarks. We have developed this edition
in consultation with a diverse, international Advisory Committee representing
investment consulting and research firms, family offices, asset management,
development financial institutions, and an asset-owning foundation
endowment. The Advisory Committee recommended more than three dozen
research studies, from which we have selected a “Top 10” list of leading papers
addressing benchmarking. We provide simply the executive summaries or
abstracts, inviting you to dive deeper on your own. Note that our selection
process is meant to be more curatorial than comprehensive, and we aimed to
have representation of research from various asset classes, both conventional
and alternatives.
Given the relative transparency found in public markets, it should come as
little surprise that public equity investing is the asset class where
benchmarking has taken on its fullest expression. Research has consequently
followed suit, and this SmarterMoney+ Review ’s selection includes numerous
studies focused on the benchmarking of listed equity investments that are
informed by environmental, social, and governance (ESG) considerations.
However, as the research from Barclays highlights, integrating ESG factors
into US investment grade corporate bonds has generated a “small but steady
performance advantage,” outperforming conventional credit index. In
alternative asset classes, such as private equity, venture capital, and real
assets such as natural resources and timberland, new impact investing
benchmarks have recently emerged, thanks to field-building efforts by groups
such as the Global Impact Investing Network.
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In addition to highlighting leading recent research papers addressing questions of
benchmarking, we have also provided a concise list of benchmarks commonly
used by impact investors across asset classes, as well as lists of leading impact
measurement and reporting frameworks and fund impact rating tools. Again this
selection was developed in close consultation with our Advisory Committee, and
like the research papers, this directory is intentionally not meant to be
comprehensive but rather illustrative of leading resources used by practitioners.
Although increasing numbers of ESG and impact-oriented benchmarks have been
created since the first was launched in 1990 – the Domini 400 Social Index, now
known as the MSCI KLD 400 Social Index – many market-rate impact investors
continue to use conventional benchmarks that do not integrate ESG or other
impact factors into their construction. Our concise directory therefore includes a
mix of both conventional and impact-oriented benchmarks.
We hope this latest edition of SmarterMoney+ Review provides a useful
orientation into fresh findings on the “efficient frontier” that benchmarking has
helped investors to identify. Thanks especially to our Big Path colleagues Jyoti
Aggarwala, Alexandra O’Hagan, and Alyson Stasek, the Croatan Institute team,
and the members of our Advisory Committee for making this resource available
to us all.

Joshua Humphreys

Michael Whelchel

Shawn Lesser

President & Senior
Fellow

Partner & Co-Founder

Partner & Co-Founder

Big Path Capital

Big Path Capital

Croatan Institute

The SmarterMoney Review are not research reports and are not intended to be relied upon to make any
investment decision; they are for general education only to educate the public about Impact Investing.
Big Path and Growth Capital Services. have not verified the information contained in these articles and are
not responsible for the content or any actions taken by any one in reliance thereon. Articles contained herein
have been reprinted with permission.
Disclaimer: Securities offered through Growth Capital Services, member FINRA, SIPC 582 Market Street,
Suite 300, San Francisco, CA 94104. Please refer to FINRA BROKER CHECK for information about Big Path
Capital and Growth Capital Services. The presentations given by fund managers at the Summit do not
constitute an offering of securities. Such an offer may only be made in compliance with disclosure and
delivery requirements under applicable, securities laws and will be limited to prescribed categories of
investors.
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Consulting Editor
Joshua Humphreys

President & Sr. Fellow
Croatan Institute
Joshua Humphreys is the President and Senior Fellow at the Croatan Institute, an independent institute
for advanced social and environmental research and engagement. A leading authority on sustainable
and responsible investing, Dr. Humphreys has taught at Harvard, Princeton, and NYU. His insights on
trends in sustainable finance and impact investing have been widely published in the press, most
recently in Barron’s, Bloomberg , BusinessWeek , the Financial Times , Forbes , Institutional Investor ,
Pensions and Investments, and the Journal of Investing . He currently serves on advisory boards of the
Dwight Hall SRI Fund at Yale University, the Responsible Endowments Coalition, and the Coalition for
Responsible Investment at Harvard.

Advisory Committee
William McCalpin

Managing Partner
Athena Capital
Bill leads Athena’s impact investing practice. In this role, he coordinates with members of the research,
portfolio management, operations, and business development teams to enhance the firm’s impact investment
services and offer Athena’s capabilities to a growing client base.
Prior to joining Athena, Bill was Chief Executive Officer of Imprint Capital Advisors, a registered investment
advisor that built and managed customized portfolios of impact investments for private and institutional
clients. Earlier in his career, he served in several different capacities at two private grant making foundations:
the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.

Priya Parrish

CIO
Schwartz Capital

Benchmarks currently being used: Lipper, Preqin,
HFR, S&P, & MSCI

Priya Parrish is the Chief Investment Officer of Schwartz Capital Group where she manages the firm’s
portfolio of private and public investments. She is also an Impact Investor in Residence at the University of
Chicago, where she mentors, teaches, and supports impact investing programs at the Booth School of
Business. Previously, Priya was a senior member of the investment team at Aurora Investment Management,
a multi-billion dollar manager of hedge fund portfolios. Prior to that, she worked as an investment product
manager of quantitative and social impact investment strategies at Northern Trust Asset Management and
KLD Research & Analytics. Priya earned an MBA from the University of Chicago Booth School of Business
and a BS from Babson College.
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Director of Sustainable &
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Glenmede

Benchmarks currently being used: Wilshire, Russell,
Bloomberg Barclays (Fixed Income) & Bloomberg
(Commodities)

Casey C. Clark, CFA, is Director of Sustainable & Impact Investing. He is responsible for providing strategic
oversight of Glenmede’s Impact Investing efforts, aligning portfolios with environmental and social goals
across public and private markets. He is a regular commentator for print and broadcast media including
CNBC, CNN, and MarketWatch and has authored numerous investment and impact-related publications,
including: Impact Investing: Investing Alongside Your Values, Accelerating the Momentum Toward ESG, and
Adding Value with a Gender Investment Lens.
Previously, Mr. Clark served as a macroeconomic Research Analyst for Glenmede’s Investment Strategy team
responsible for formulating asset allocation for over $25 billion in client assets. Before serving as a Research
Analyst, he spent six years as a Bond Trader and Portfolio Manager in the Fixed Income department,
managing $2.5 billion in assets. During this time, he also supported the Head of Risk Management in the
launch of Glenmede’s derivative-based mutual funds.

Brendan Maher

VP Integrated Capitals
Heron Foundation

Benchmarks currently being used: Barclays and
Russell

Brendan Maher joined the Heron Foundation in 2016 as a Vice President of Integrated Capitals. Prior to
joining Heron, Mr. Maher was a Partner and Portfolio Manager for several long/short equity asset
management companies over the past two decades.
Mr. Maher is currently the President of the Board of Team Schools, a KIPP New Jersey cluster of charter
schools located in Newark, NJ; sits on the Advisory Board of the Gigot Center for Entrepreneurship at the
University of Notre Dame; and is the Founder of FISH, Inc., a social venture incubator located in South Bend,
IN.

Yvonne Bakkum

Managing Director
FMO

Benchmarks currently being used: Cambridge
Associates & MSCI

Yvonne Bakkum is MD and Chair of the management board of FMO Investment Management. FMO IM aims
to scale up impact investing by providing investors access to FMO deal flow in sustainable emerging
markets investments. FMO’s profitable track record in its three focus sectors Financial Institutions,
Renewable Energy and Agribusiness, Food & Water shows that impact and financial return can go hand in
hand. Yvonne is a member of the PRI Asset Owner Advisory Committee and a member of the board of the
EDFI Management Company in Brussels.
Prior to this, she was Director Private Equity at FMO for more than 5 years. FMO’s private equity team
manages a portfolio of both direct and fund investments totalling more than EUR 3 billion in committed
capital. Yvonne joined FMO in 2001 and started her career at ABN AMRO Bank in 1992
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Advisory Committee
Leopold Peavy

Head of Investor Products
Preqin
Leopold Peavy is the Head of Investor Products at Preqin, the alternative assets industry’s leading source of
data and intelligence. Leopold joined Preqin’s NYC office in 2012, as a Senior Business Development Manager
responsible for the growth of Preqin’s North American institutional and family office limited partner (LP)
client base. In 2014, Leopold was promoted to Preqin’s ‘Commercial Team’, where he is responsible for all
strategic and commercial elements of Preqin’s investor-focused suite of products, publications, research
reports, and dedicated global investor sales team. He also oversees all LP-related marketing campaigns,
strategic outside partnerships, events, and branding activities.
Leopold also actively represents Preqin as a speaker, panelist, moderator, and chairperson at industry
conferences and events across the world. These presentations and panels generally focus on topics
surrounding the overall alternative investment industry from a data-backed, unbiased perspective:
LP/investor sentiment and portfolio management trends, the fundraising universe, asset class performance,
and much more.
He also sits on the ‘Leadership Council’ for Capitalize for Kids, a non-profit organization that is helping solve
the toughest challenges in children’s brain and mental health through initiatives that engage the global
investment community and support leading mental health organizations with funding and pro-bono services.
Leopold is a CAIA charterholder, and earned a B.S. in International Business and Management from Fairfield
University.

Jessica Matthews

Managing Director
Cambridge Associates
Jessica is managing director and global head of the Mission-Related Investing Practice at Cambridge
Associates, where she oversees the MRI resources across the firm and works with clients on the development
and implementation of their MRI programs. Jessica is a frequent speaker and guest lecturer on MRI topics and
is actively engaged with various field-building organizations in the areas of impact investing. She has
published industry-leading research, which includes the first-ever impact investing benchmark; survey results
and analysis around the activities and views among non-profit investors with regards to MRI; and ESG
integration and sustainable investing. Prior to rejoining Cambridge Associates in 2008, Jessica worked at
Booz Allen Hamilton, in the investment office at the American Red Cross, and in the Global Consultant
Relations group at BlackRock. Jessica began her career with Cambridge Associates as a consulting analyst.
Jessica graduated from the University of Virginia with a BA in government.
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Advisory Committee
Andrew Heintzman

President
InvestEco

Benchmarks currently being used: GIIRS

Andrew is the CEO and co-founder of InvestEco Capital. Andrew sits on a number of corporate
boards, including Vital Farms, 100km Foods, Farms & Forks and Maple Hill Creamery. Andrew is
also a director of the Tides Canada Foundation and CanadaHelps.org. In addition, he sits on the
Steering Committee of Sustainable Prosperity and he is an advisor to the MGA program at the
Munk School of Global Affairs at the University of Toronto. Andrew was the chair of the Premier’s
Climate Change Advisory Panel for the Province of Ontario from 2008 to 2012. Andrew is the
author of The New Entrepreneurs: Building a Green Economy for the Future. Andrew has a BA and
an MA from McGill University.

Tim Bubnack

Managing Partner
HCAP Partners
Benchmarks currently being used: Gainful, Jobs Approach

Tim Bubnack is a Managing Partner and member of the Investment Committee of HCAP Partners.
He has over 18 years of debt and equity investment experience focused on privately held lower
middle market companies. Prior to joining HCAP, Tim spent five years with Silicon Valley Bank as
Managing Director of commercial banking activities in the San Diego region where he managed
early stage and middle market lending relationships in the technology, communications and
biomedical industries. Prior to joining Silicon Valley Bank in 2002, he served in senior executive
positions at Comerica Ventures, Inc. and Comerica Capital Advisors where he was responsible for
identifying and making direct equity investments into emerging growth businesses and limited
partner investments in venture capital funds.
Tim is currently representing HCAP Partners as a Board Director for Cubex Systems, Reischling
Press, and Noribachi. Mr. Bubnack previously held board positions in Advanced Structural Alloys,
Eaton Pharmaceuticals, Lucernex, Parallel Six, Resolve Systems, and Vertical Management
Systems; among others.
Mr. Bubnack earned a Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Economics from the
University of San Diego and currently serves as a Committee Member of the Western Regional
Small Business Investors Alliance “SBIA”.
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Research Note
October 2016

The Value of ESG Data:

Early Evidence for Emerging Markets Equities
Our examination of incorporation of environmental, social, and
governance factors into the stock selection process for two major
MSCI indexes finds evidence that ESG factors added value in
emerging markets equities but not developed markets equities
 Examination of the first three years data for the new MSCI Emerging
Markets ESG Index provides early but consistent evidence that ESG–based
stock selection can add value after accounting for the impact of other factors
such as style, country, and sector exposure. Analysis of available ESG data
for the preceding six and half years broadly indicates the same.
 For the nearly six-year period that could be examined for developed markets,
MSCI World ESG slightly underperformed MSCI World, much of which was
attributable to poor selection of US stocks.
 Given these findings, investors evaluating managers would do well to focus
on understanding if and how the manager incorporates ESG factors, for
what reason and how consistently, and whether ESG-based stock selection
has added value to their funds.

CA research publications aim
to present you with insights
from a variety of different
viewpoints. The views of our
Chief Investment Strategist
can be found each quarter in
VantagePoint.

Since our 2010 report examining environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
factors in investing and encouraging investors with interest in ESG factors to
assess whether their interest arises from ethics, performance, or both,1 many
more investors have begun to consider ESG and sustainability factors as part
of their investment process. As of April 2015, the United Nations Principles
for Responsible Investment (UNPRI) had 1,380 signatories, both asset
managers and asset owners, nearly double the amount from 2010.
Kyle Johnson, “Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) Integration: For Performance, For Ethics, or for Both?,” Cambridge Associates Research
Report, 2010.

1

To download full report please click here or visit www.smartermoneyreview.com
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Research Note
October 2016

A 2015 report by Oxford University and the
ESG-focused manager Arabesque Partners2
reviewed over 200 academic studies on sustainability to assess the impact of sustainable
practices on business and investments. In 88%
of 51 studies focused on operational performance, solid ESG practices resulted in superior
operational performance of companies, and
in 80% of 41 studies focused on financial
market performance, companies’ stock price
performance was positively correlated to good
sustainability practices.
Yet other research has shown that while some
ESG issues may be material for investment
performance, many others are not.3 This brings
into question the value of broader ESG indicators for selecting stocks versus more specific
data on the ESG pillars—for example, data
on various governance issues are generally
considered to be more material to investment
performance, and are more widely used even by
investors that don’t consider themselves “ESG”
focused. Adoption of environmental and social
factors is less mainstream. When looking at
broad ESG factors, some studies conclude they
must be used in more nuanced ways to add value
or combined with other investment metrics. For
example, focusing on ESG “momentum” by
buying companies showing improvement in ESG
ratings has improved performance relative to

Gordon L. Clark, Andreas Feiner, and Michael Viehs, “From the Stockholder to the
Stakeholder: How Sustainability Can Drive Financial Outperformance,” University of Oxford and
Arabesque Partners, March 2015.
3
See, for example, Mozaffar Khan, George Serafeim, and Aaron Yoon, “Corporate
Sustainability: First Evidence on Materiality,” The Accounting Review, March 9, 2015, as well as
Seb Beloe, “What Do ESG Ratings Actually Tell Us?,” Responsible Investor, April 27, 2016.
2

focusing on the rating itself,4 while, as one might
expect, combining ESG data with standard
financial metrics has shown more positive results
than using ESG data on a standalone basis.5
Further, often due to ESG data availability,
many studies only examine recent periods,
where the equity styles that have outperformed
(e.g., quality-focused growth) are those that
selection based on positive ESG factors would
tend to tilt toward and the sectors that have
underperformed (e.g., energy and materials)
are those that selection based on positive
ESG factors would typically tilt away from.
ESG-based stock selection can also introduce a
size or geographic bias relative to more standard
exposure. In other words, some would argue that
after accounting for other factors, the underlying
contribution of ESG data to investment
outperformance is marginal, and the highest
returns ultimately go to those unencumbered
by sustainability or other ESG constraints.
Assessing this argument has been difficult to
date as few studies look at the contribution to
performance of the various factors.

Zoltán Nagy, Altaf Kassam, and Linda-Eling Lee, “Can ESG Add Alpha? An Analysis of ESG
Tilt and Momentum Strategies,” MSCI ESG Research, June 2015.
See, for example, Natalie A. Trunow and Joshua Linder, “Perspectives on ESG Integration
in Equity Investing: An Opportunity to Enhance Long-Term, Risk-Adjusted Investment
Performance,” Calvert Investments, 2015. Specifically in emerging markets, a 2015 study from
Case Business School and Alquity Investment Management backtested performance of a
selection of emerging markets stocks chosen partly on ESG grounds. However, the selection
was also based on other significant metrics (size, financial metrics) and no attribution analysis
was performed on returns to split out the ESG contribution. One financial screen, ROE above
10% for each of the past 5 years, introduces a substantial non-cyclical and pro-quality tilt,
helpful over the 2010–15 period examined. See R. Lampyl, N. Bardoscia and J. Munge “Does
ESG Enhance Returns in Emerging & Frontier Markets?,” Alquity Investment Management
Limited White Paper, October 2015.

4

5
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To download full report please click here or visit www.smartermoneyreview.com
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Research Note
October 2016

Thus, the aim of this paper is to specifically
look at the contribution to performance of
ESG-based stock selection. We examine the MSCI
World Index and MSCI Emerging Markets Index
(“World” or “EM”) two widely used benchmarks6 that each have an ESG-focused version
(MSCI World ESG Index, or “World ESG,” and
MSCI Emerging Markets ESG Index, or “EM
ESG”). Data are available from late 2010 in the
former case and mid-2013 in the latter case.
Recognizing the short period of our analysis, we
believe our findings are interesting nonetheless.

After providing some background on these
indexes, we delve into the analysis, looking at
how much of the ESG index excess returns are
explained by style, sector, country, and currency
exposure versus ESG-based stock selection. For
emerging markets, we also examine the value of
the more limited ESG data before the live index.
Finally, we advance some hypotheses for why
ESG selection factors have mattered more for
emerging markets in the period we analyze and
briefly discuss the active manager experience.

In summary, our analysis finds that the method
employed for selecting stocks from MSCI
World on ESG factors has had little effect on
performance over the nearly six-year period for
which data are available. In emerging markets,
we observe a substantial effect for the first
three years of the ESG-focused version of this
index. We extend our analysis by looking at the
years prior to the index launch when MSCI was
building out ESG ratings for emerging markets.
Although coverage is limited, we find evidence
that ESG ratings were a strong source of stockspecific alpha during most of this earlier six and
half year period as well.

The MSCI Emerging Markets Index represents a free float–adjusted market capitalization
index that is designed to measure equity market performance of emerging markets. As of
October 2016, the MSCI Emerging Markets Index includes 23 emerging markets country
indexes: Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Greece, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Qatar, Russia, South Africa,
Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, and United Arab Emirates. The MSCI World Index represents a free
float–adjusted, market capitalization–weighted index that is designed to measure the equity
market performance of developed markets. As of October 2016, it includes 23 developed
market country indexes: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal,
Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

6

To download full report please click here or visit www.smartermoneyreview.com
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Accelerating the Momentum toward ESG
(Environmental, Social, Governance)
• Impact investing is rapidly evolving as demand grows and data is increasingly available.
• Strategies that utilize ESG (environmental, social and governance) factors generate
comparable returns with less risk, according to several recent studies.
• Companies with an improved ESG score, or which exhibit “ESG Momentum,”
tend to outperform the market.

In the following pages, we provide an overview of the expected returns for strategies that
emphasize ESG factors, delving deeper into the benefits of ESG momentum.
CASEY C. CLARK, CFA
Director of Sustainable
& Impact Investing

The desire to integrate values and investment decisions has long been important to
Glenmede clients and is a movement that has gained permanency. Research shows that
when implemented thoughtfully with active management, impact investing can achieve
social goals, as well as produce competitive and even excess returns over a benchmark.
Impact investing is a deep and growing field that cannot be generalized.

Data availability and investor demand have led to
innovative solutions to meet impact investing needs.
For centuries impact investing was characterized through the lens of negative screening—the act of
excluding stocks or industries from an investment portfolio. Demonstrations of negative screening are found
throughout history with religious organizations taking a stance against usury as early as 600 BC and slave
trade in the 1700s. As the power of negative screening gained traction, the word “divestment” entered
the investor lexicon. Divestment, which is the intentional withdrawal of capital to effect social change,
was an influential force in dismantling the apartheid system in South Africa, as well as during the Civil Rights
movement in the United States and currently, in the global focus on climate change.
As investors and markets have evolved, so has the
interest in identifying creative means of expressing
values through investment choices. This has culminated
in terms like “ESG integration” and “positive screening.”
ESG integration utilizes environmental, social and
governance factors help select environmentally
friendly and socially aware companies that also
implement solid governance policies. The speed with
which ESG investing has gained mainstream appeal
is remarkable, as evidenced by the 76 percent
increase from 2012 to 2014 in total U.S.-domiciled assets
under management.1

1

US SIF (2014)

Source: US Trust (2014).

To download full report please click here or visit www.smartermoneyreview.com
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Popularity is partly attributable to a passionate
millennial generation (Figure 1) and by
endowments and foundations, whose boards
and investment committees are recognizing
the strategic significance of aligning their
investments with their mission. Interest grows
commensurately with asset size, as 67 percent
of high-net-worth investors with more than
$10 million in assets consider social, political or
environmental impact an important part of their
investment decisions (Figure 2).
The number of academic studies centered
on ESG criteria and corporate financial
performance has grown exponentially, with
roughly 500 total studies conducted through the
late 1990s to more than 2,200 unique academic
studies through 2015.2 According to the CFA
Institute, the number of clients using ESG data
jumped 67 percent during the 2013-2014 period
alone3 (Figure 3).
Increased transparency and data availability
have allowed academics and investment
managers alike to draw the conclusion that ESG
integration can be obtained without sacrificing
performance, particularly when looking across
a global universe of stocks. Figure 4 shows the
risk and return profile for MSCI’s global ESG stock
index relative to its standard index. The ESG
index replicates exposure to companies with
high environmental, social and governance
factors across 23 developed and 23 emerging
countries. It seeks a low tracking error relative to
the standard, non-ESG MSCI index, allowing for
relatively congruent comparative analysis. Over
the history of the data set beginning in 2007,
the ESG index outperformed the non-ESG index
by 0.93 percent annually with lower levels of
absolute risk.

Source: US Trust (2014).

Source: CFA Institute (2015).

Source: MSCI, FactSet.
* We are comparing MSCI’s All Country ESG Index vs. MSCI’s All Country Index
from Inception on October, 2007 through January 29, 2016. Risk is measured by
standard deviation. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

To download full report please click here or visit www.smartermoneyreview.com
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Friede, Gunnar, et al. (2015) 3 CFA Institute (2015)
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Academic and industry studies point to competitive returns and lower risks.
Early stage academic research supports the notion that companies with positive ESG attributes demonstrate
lower levels of risk than and comparable returns to the broad universe of stocks.
Notable studies over the past two years include:
A 2015 Morgan Stanley paper, which compared sustainable (i.e., ESG) versus traditional
mutual funds and separate accounts covering a period ranging from 2007 to 2014, concluded
that sustainable equity mutual funds had equal or higher median returns and equal or lower
median volatility for 64 percent of the periods examined relative to traditional strategies.4
Sustainable separate accounts had equal or higher median returns for 36 percent of
the periods examined and equal or lower median volatility for 72 percent of the periods.
Ultimately, the conclusion was that investing to create a positive impact does not necessarily
require a trade-off in investment performance.
Oxford University conducted a meta-study from more than 190 different sources and found
that prudent sustainability practices had a positive influence on investment performance in
80 percent of the reviewed studies.5 This type of meta-study is a particularly effective research
tool as it utilizes a statistical technique to combine the results of several independent studies,
thereby creating a comprehensive overview of academic literature.
Further evidence of the business case for ESG investing comes from a study published in
the Journal of Sustainable Finance & Investment. In one of the most wide-ranging efforts to
date, the authors aggregated an impressive amount of data from more than 2,000 empirical
studies.6 Their findings center on the issue of fiduciary duty, concluding that investors may align
their values while fulfilling fiduciary duties.

Integrating ESG scores can produce excess returns.
As the understanding and acceptance of impact investing broadens, so does the ability to integrate values
into an investment portfolio. Currently, there are three dominant strategies within the ESG umbrella:
(1) ESG Worst-in-Class — ESG Worst-in-Class investing involves removing stocks that score poorly on ESG
issues. MSCI, a leading data provider, ranks companies on a scale from one to ten, with one representing
companies with poor ESG attributes and ten representing companies with high ESG attributes relative to
industry peers. For instance, if an oil and gas company has an environmental score of eight, it means that
their policies are above average relative to others in their industry. An ESG Worst-in-Class strategy does
not exclude any specific industries; rather it disregards companies rated below a certain threshold in their
industry.

To download full report please click here or visit www.smartermoneyreview.com
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Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing (2015) 5 Clark, Gordon L., et al. (2015) 6 Friede, Gunnar, et al. (2015)
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A Message from the Editor

This is the fourth in what has become an
annual series of JACF issues devoted to
what might be called the corporate “sustainability” question—that is, how can
companies respond to the growing popular
demand to play a larger role in addressing
environmental and other social problems
while still earning high enough rates of
return to keep attracting the private capital
necessary to sustain themselves?
The most promising approach to this
question, at least for this writer, was provided by Michael Jensen in an article we
published over ten years ago called “Value
Maximization, Stakeholder Theory, and
the Corporate Objective Function.”
In place of the economist’s traditional
prescription to maximize shareholder
value, Jensen introduced a concept he
called “enlightened value maximization”
that urges top management to invest
in relationships with all non-investor
“stakeholder” groups that can significantly affect the efficiency and value of
the firm. Besides a company’s employees and suppliers, such stakeholders also
include advocates for the environment
and local communities as well as legislators, regulators, tax collectors, and other
representatives of the “public interest.”
Jensen’s basic message is that, for public
companies to maximize their own longrun value, management must win the tacit
support, if not the emotional allegiance,
of all these groups while still providing
competitive returns to their investors.
With this expanded mission statement
in mind, we devoted most of our first
sustainability issue to corporate initiatives and investments designed to protect
the environment while at the same time
preserving—and, in some cases, even
increasing—value for shareholders. We
2

looked at exceptionally successful cases
like Dow Chemical, which has found new
markets and profitable growth in producing environmentally friendly products
like solar shingles and advanced battery
technologies. But we also looked at more
“representative” cases like that of American
Electric Power, the largest emitter of CO2
among U.S. electric utilities. Along with
its efforts to sequester carbon and shift its
fuel sources toward natural gas and renewables, AEP has developed a successful
“stakeholder engagement” program that
has been praised not only by the regulators and consumers directly engaged by
it, but also by equity analysts and institutional shareholders. Such a case is more
representative in the sense that, although it
involves considerable corporate investment,
the payoffs do not show up immediately
on the P&L. Instead, the returns come
in the form of more favorable treatment
by regulators, politicians, and NGOs
representing civil society—and in some
cases more engaged employees and more
loyal customers—whose ultimate effects
on corporate revenue and value may not
materialize for years.
But, of course, for corporate managements to have the confidence to make
such investments in the corporate future,
the markets must provide some kind of
encouragement or payoff well before that.
With that in mind, the main focus of the
second of our sustainability series was
large influential investors and the growing
role of “ESG” (environmental, social, and
governance) criteria and information in
their decision-making. One of the main
messages of that issue is the potential for
public companies to find long-term “partners” among a small but distinguished
group of “value-based” investors who have
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made ESG analysis a critical part of their
stock valuation process.
As presented in both of these issues,
then, sustainable financial management
means making significant investments
of corporate thought and energy and, in
many cases, investor capital with expected
payoffs that are often neither immediate
nor well-defined. For corporate managements, committing to such investments
can be a challenge since many of them
require difficult trade-offs between shareholders and stakeholders—and what
appear to be sacrifices of value, at least in
the near term. Having made investments
that are likely to reduce their reported
earnings, at least for a while, CEOs and
boards must work hard to explain those
decisions to the markets. In cases like this,
management must succeed in gaining the
confidence and commitment of a group of
investors who are not only responsive to
the ideals that inform these decisions, but
also sophisticated and far-sighted enough
to see the possibility of combining social
and economic goals in this way.
Which brings us to the main question
posed by our third sustainability issue:
How do companies find such investors, and
persuade them to buy their shares? Most
of the suggestions offered by our contributors centered on the promise of “integrated
reporting,” a relatively new form of investor communication whose emergence and
recent growth have led some to call it a
“movement.” (And the fact that just a few
months ago so widely admired a company
as GE issued its first integrated report—
prefaced by what Forbes described as “an
unusually long and informative Chairman’s
letter” by Jeff Immelt—suggests that the IR
movement may indeed be getting close to
a tipping point.)
Spring 2016
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But what do we mean by “integrated
reporting,” and in what sense is it new?
Since the late 1990s, most large global companies have been producing “sustainability
reports” that discuss all their environmental and social activities, with little attempt
to distinguish their relative importance
or expected effects on corporate profits
and market values. The goal of integrated
reporting is for companies to provide, as
part of their financial statements, detailed
accounts of just their “material” environmental and social risks—those capable of
having significant effects on profitability
and value—along with management’s
plans and efforts to manage such risks,
and estimates of the effects of such risks
and responses on long-run value.
In other words, the goal of integrated
reporting is to establish the link between
ESG exposures and shareholder value. And
that brings us to the focus of this issue: the
critical importance of identifying material
ESG exposures—along with any significant
opportunities created by them—and communicating to the capital markets both the
plan to manage such exposures and their
expected effects on strategy and value.
In our lead article, Harvard Business
School’s George Serafeim joins Chris
Pinney, President of the High Meadows Institute, in dispelling a number of
“myths” about ESG investing. The most
prevalent, and misleading, of these myths
is that practitioners of ESG investing are
forced to settle for below-market returns.
The reality described by the authors is that
investors who have incorporated “material” ESG risks and opportunities into
their decision-making have earned average returns that are if anything higher than
those earned by conventional portfolios,
while exhibiting lower risk.

How have such investors managed to
produce higher returns, while taking less
risk? One key to the answer was provided
by a study that was published in the past
year by Serafeim himself, and that was
made possible by the work of the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(SASB) in identifying “material” ESG
factors for 79 different industries. Looking at over 2,000 U.S. companies during
the period 1993-2013, Serafeim used the
SASB’s materiality classifications along
with various sustainability rankings and
indicators to assess corporate performance
in terms of both their material and “immaterial” ESG issues. What the study finds
is that companies achieving high scores
on their material issues experienced both
higher growth in profit margins and larger
risk-adjusted stock returns than otherwise
comparable firms. By contrast, those
companies that scored well on ESG issues
deemed immaterial by the SASB were associated with just average or, in some cases,
below-market returns.
The message of our lead article, then,
is the importance of distinguishing corporate initiatives designed to manage
material, business-related ESG exposures
from efforts to deal with relatively unimportant, though perhaps socially popular,
ESG issues. And in the article that follows, Willem Schramade, a finance Ph.D.
who works for the highly regarded Swissbased asset management firm RobecoSAM,
presents the outline of a promising “valuedriver adjustment” (VDA) approach that
investors and companies can use when
estimating the effects on values of material ESG exposures and corporate efforts
to manage them. The approach begins by
identifying a company’s material issues,
then analyzes how such issues are expected
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to affect the company’s business model and
competitive position, and finally attempts
to quantify the effects of such strategic
changes on value drivers that include sales,
profit margins, and the amount and cost of
the capital required to operate the business.
For companies—or their investors—
seeking help in distinguishing material
from less important exposures, the SASB,
as mentioned, has identified material
issues for 79 industries, and now provides
“provisional, industry-specific” guidelines
for reporting on those issues. As CEO
Jean Rogers and director Bob Herz (also
the former head of the FASB) point out
in their article discussing the SASB’s aims
and accomplishments, “Just as an industry approach is critical in financial analysis,
it’s also critical in helping investors evaluate sustainability performance…because
of differences [among industries] in how
companies use natural and other social
resources… and how they impact society
and the environment in the process.”
But if some investors are willing to
entrust their decisions about materiality to
the SASB, Bob Eccles and Tim Youmans of
HBS argue in the article that follows that,
in the case of companies, such “exercises of
judgment” should be made and revisited
each year by their boards of directors. What’s
more, having made such determinations,
the boards should issue an annual, onepage “Statement of Significant Audiences
and Materiality” that lays out the thinking
behind them.
When we start on our fifth sustainability issue next spring, it will be interesting
to see how many boards have chosen
to take this step. Even if the answer is
none or few, the corporate share of mind
for “ESG materiality” should be up a lot.
—DHC
Spring 2016
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3

Executive Summaries

ESG Integration in Investment
Management: Myths and Realities

Sakis Kotsantonis, Chris Pinney, and
George Serafeim
The number of public companies reporting ESG information grew from fewer
than 20 in the early 1990s to 8,500 by
2014. Moreover, by the end of 2014,
over 1,400 institutional investors that
manage some $60 trillion in assets had
signed the UN Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI). Nevertheless,
companies with high ESG “scores” have
continued to be viewed by mainstream
investors as unlikely to produce competitive shareholder returns, in part because
of the findings of older studies showing
low returns from the social responsibility investing of the 1990s. But studies of
more recent periods suggest that companies with significant ESG programs have
actually outperformed their competitors
in a number of important ways.
The authors’ aim in this article is to
set the record straight on the financial
performance of sustainable investing
while also correcting a number of other
widespread misconceptions about this
rapidly growing set of principles and
methods:
Myth Number 1: ESG programs
reduce returns on capital and long-run
shareholder value.
Reality: Companies committed to
ESG are finding competitive advantages
in product, labor, and capital markets;
and portfolios that have integrated
“material” ESG metrics have provided
average returns to their investors that are
superior to those of conventional portfolios, while exhibiting lower risk.
Myth Number 2: ESG is already well
4

integrated into mainstream investment
management.
Reality: The UNPRI signatories have
committed themselves only to adhering to a set of principles for responsible
investment, a standard that falls well
short of integrating ESG considerations
into their investment decisions.
Myth Number 3: Companies cannot
influence the kind of shareholders who
buy their shares, and corporate managers
must often sacrifice sustainability goals
to meet the quarterly earnings targets
of increasingly short-term-oriented
investors.
Reality: Companies that pursue major
sustainability initiatives, and publicize
them in integrated reports and other
communications with investors, have
also generally succeeded in attracting
disproportionate numbers of longer-term
shareholders.
Myth Number 4: ESG data for fundamental analysis is scarce and unreliable.
Reality: Thanks to the efforts of
reporting and investor organizations
such as SASB and Ceres, and of CDP
data providers like Bloomberg and
MSCI, much more “value-relevant” ESG
data on companies has become available
in the past ten years.
Myth Number 5: ESG adds value
almost entirely by limiting risks.
Reality: Along with lower risk and
a lower cost of capital, companies with
high ESG scores have also experienced
increases in operating efficiency and
expansions into new markets.
Myth Number 6: Consideration of
ESG factors might create a conflict with
fiduciary duty for some investors.
Reality: Many ESG factors have been
shown to have positive correlations
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with corporate financial performance
and value, prompting ERISA in 2015
to reverse its earlier instructions to
pension funds about the legitimacy of
taking account of “non-financial” considerations when investing in companies.
Bridging Sustainability and Finance:
The Value Driver Adjustment Approach

Willem Schramade
Even though most large corporations
view sustainability considerations and
concerns as having the potential to affect
their revenue and profits, and studies have
shown that sustainability can affect stock
returns, investors and corporate managers
continue to struggle to incorporate such
concerns into their financial decisionmaking. As a consequence, the valuation
effects of sustainability issues are not fully
reflected in either the valuation of companies by investors or in capital investment
decisions by corporate managers.
The author argues that sustainability
can be integrated into both of these kinds
of financial decision-making by linking it
to business models, competitive positions,
and value drivers using what the author
calls a “value-driver adjustment” (VDA)
approach. The basic idea is simple: material sustainability issues affect business
models and competitive positions, which
in turn affect the company’s value drivers—notably, sales, margins, and capital.
The VDA approach explicitly considers
these linkages by taking three steps: (1)
identifying a company’s material sustainability issues; (2) analyzing how these
issues are expected to affect the company’s business model and competitive
position; and (3) quantifying the effects
Spring 2016
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Corporate Sustainability: First Evidence on Materiality

Mozaffar Khan, George Serafeim, and Aaron Yoon

Abstract
Using newly-available materiality classifications of sustainability topics, we develop a novel dataset by
hand-mapping sustainability investments classified as material for each industry into firm-specific
sustainability ratings. This allows us to present new evidence on the value implications of sustainability
investments. Using both calendar-time portfolio stock return regressions and firm-level panel regressions
we find that firms with good ratings on material sustainability issues significantly outperform firms with
poor ratings on these issues. In contrast, firms with good ratings on immaterial sustainability issues do not
significantly outperform firms with poor ratings on the same issues. These results are confirmed when we
analyze future changes in accounting performance. The results have implications for asset managers who
have committed to the integration of sustainability factors in their capital allocation decisions.



Mozaffar Khan is the James M. Collins Visiting Associate Professor of Business Administration at Harvard
Business School, and the Honeywell Professor of Accounting at the University of Minnesota George Serafeim is the
Jakurski Family Associate Professor of Business Administration at Harvard Business School. Aaron Yoon is a
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of Faculty Research and Development at Harvard Business School. George Serafeim has served on the Standards
Council of SASB. Corresponding author: George Serafeim, Phone number: +1 617 495 6548, Email:
gserafeim@hbs.edu.
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1. Introduction
Corporate investment policies are a key determinant of firm value. Multiple studies have investigated
different types of investments and how these relate to future financial performance. A relatively newer
class of corporate investments, broadly termed sustainability investments, has attracted the attention of
firms, institutional investors, societal advocacy groups, and academics (e.g., Dhaliwal et al., 2011, 2012;
Kim et al., 2012; Moser and Martin, 2012). A large number of firms identify sustainability issues as
strategically important, and an increasing number of investors have committed to the integration of
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) data in their capital allocation process.1 Firms release a
wealth of information in the form of ESG data, but the sheer number of sustainability issues that attract
investment raises the question of which of these ESG data are more or less material.
The materiality of the different sustainability issues likely varies systematically across firms and
industries (Eccles and Serafeim 2013).2 As such, the efforts of many organizations providing guidance on
reporting of ESG issues are now concentrated on discriminating between material and immaterial issues.
If the discrimination is meaningful, exploiting variation in materiality across sustainability issues has the
potential to improve the signal to noise ratio in testing the future performance implications of
sustainability investments, and reduce the dimensionality of price-relevant investment signals used by the
large number of institutional investors committed to ESG initiatives. In this paper we take a first step
towards these objectives by examining the future performance implications of material versus immaterial
sustainability investments.

1

The terms “sustainability”, “environmental, social and governance” (ESG), or “corporate social responsibility”
(CSR) have been used interchangeably in the past, to describe a firm’s voluntary actions to manage its
environmental and social impact and increase its positive contribution to society. We use throughout this paper the
word sustainability given that more firms around the world use this word rather than CSR to describe the strategic
aspect of their efforts to improve performance on ESG issues. A manifestation of this phenomenon is the
institutionalization of a new C-level position of the Chief Sustainability Officer (Miller and Serafeim 2015).
Moreover, this term is consistent with the labeling of the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board that we use as
the source of materiality guidance. The ESG label represents an effort to group all the issues that fall under the
umbrella of sustainability.
2
See for example United Nations Environment Program Finance Initiative and World Business Council for
Sustainable Development. 2010. Translating environmental, social and governance factors into sustainable business
value http://www.unepfi.org/fileadmin/documents/translatingESG.pdf.
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Understanding the Performance of
Sustainable Investment Strategies
A growing number of investors are exploring
sustainable investing. In 2012, $1 out of every
$9 of US assets under professional management
was invested in some form of sustainable
investment, primarily in public equities. In
2014 that number increased to $1 out of every
$6 – to a total of $6.57 trillion now invested
sustainably.1

Key Findings
•

Investing in sustainability has usually met, and often
exceeded, the performance of comparable traditional
investments. This is on both an absolute and a risk-adjusted
basis, across asset classes and over time, based on our
review of US-based Mutual Funds and Separately Managed
Accounts (SMAs).

•

Sustainable equity Mutual Funds had equal or higher
median returns and equal or lower volatility than traditional
funds for 64% of the periods examined.

With this growth, investors increasingly ask
what tradeoffs, if any, there are to sustainable
investing. Some investors believe sustainable
investments underperform, or have higher risk
than their traditional counterparts.

•

There is a positive relationship between corporate
investment in sustainability and stock price and operational
performance, based on a review of existing studies.

•

We set out to explore whether this view is
accurate.

Long-term annual returns of one index comprising firms
scoring highly on environmental, social and governance
criteria exceeded the S&P 500 by 45 basis points since its
inception in 1990.2

•

Manager selection is crucial for sustainable and traditional
investments alike.
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Executive Summary

Methodology

This study set out to analyze potential performance and risk differences
between sustainable and traditional investments.

To develop a clearer picture of the relative performance of sustainable
investments to their traditional peers, our review focused on three broad
areas:

We reviewed a range of studies on sustainable investment performance
and examined performance data for 10,228 open-end mutual funds and
2,874 Separately Managed Accounts (SMAs) based in the United States
and denominated in US dollars. In the scope of our review, we
ultimately found that investing in sustainability has usually met, and
often exceeded, the performance of comparable traditional
investments. This is on both an absolute and a risk-adjusted basis,
across asset classes and over time.
More specifically, when investors are deciding whether to pursue a
sustainable investing strategy, they should consider the following:
• Sustainable Equity Mutual Funds had equal or higher median
returns and equal or lower median volatility for 64% of the periods
examined over the last 7 years, compared to their traditional
counterparts. (Figure 2).
• Sustainable SMAs had equal or higher median returns for 36% of
the periods examined and equal or lower median volatility for 72% of
the periods examined, over the last 7 years, compared to their
traditional counterparts. On a risk-adjusted basis, sustainable SMAs
performed closely inline with their traditional counterparts (Figure 5).
• Sustainable Mutual Funds and SMAs had a tighter return and
volatility dispersion than their traditional peers (Figures 3, 4, 6).
• Individual Firms that actively pursue improvements in
environmental, social and governance metrics also tend to have lower
costs of capital and higher operational and stock price performance.3
• A 2011 Harvard study found, that given a $1 investment in 1993 in a
value-weighted portfolio of high sustainability versus low
sustainability firms, the high sustainability portfolio would have
grown to $22.60 by 2010, while the low sustainability portfolio
would have only reached $15.40, a difference of over 46%.4
• Benchmark performance of the MSCI KLD 400 Social Index, which
includes firms meeting high Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) standards, has outperformed the S&P 500 on an annualized
basis by 45 basis points since its inception (10.14%, compared to
9.69% for the S&P 500; July 1990 - Dec. 2014). 5
Ultimately, investors should remember that manager selection is
crucial; there is a high dispersion of returns and volatility across the
spectrum of sustainable and traditional investment strategies alike.

• Individual Firm Performance. We reviewed a body of studies and
meta studies that assessed the impact of sustainability on financial
and market performance of individual firms.
• Benchmark Performance. We examined how the MSCI 400 KLD
Social Index6, an index of firms selected for their relative strength in
sustainability metrics, performed against broader industry
benchmarks.
• Investment Fund Performance. We used publicly-available data
from Morningstar to assess open-end mutual fund performance, and
data from Informa PSN to assess SMA performance. Performance
was comparatively assessed using total returns for mutual funds and
gross returns for SMAs, based on the availability of data. Risk was
assessed using volatility (standard deviation). Our review used 7
years of calendar and trailing data, across both equity and fixed
income. 10 year data could not be fairly assessed and was excluded
due to a low number of sustainable funds in existence at the time. To
reduce the potential for error, we compared sustainable and
traditional investment performance between peers within the same
Morningstar category or Informa asset class. We only included asset
classes where there were at least 4 sustainable funds or SMAs with
continuously available data over the last 7 years.
We wanted to review the performance of sustainable investments from
these three perspectives; to arrive at a synthesized view that would be
beneficial for asset owners and managers, institutional and retail
investors and corporate management.

Defining Sustainability
We define sustainability as a commitment to economic well-being for
both the present and the future, balancing society’s needs today with the
demands of tomorrow. Sustainability encompasses behaviors,
processes, tools and technologies that can be perpetuated and replicated
in ways that achieve economic, social or environmental benefits. We
see sustainable investing as the practice of mobilizing capital to
businesses that engage in these behaviors and practices.

This paper is published by the Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing. The Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing is dedicated to accelerating
mainstream adoption of sustainable investing by developing innovative and scalable finance solutions to address global challenges—seeking both competitive
financial returns and positive societal impact. The Institute is committed to industry-leading work that combines Morgan Stanley’s history of excellence in client
service with cutting-edge approaches to investment. For more information about the Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing, visit
http://www.morganstanley.com/sustainableinvesting. Kash Patel was the principal author of this report.
Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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Sustainable Investments
and Individual Firms
The Intuition of Top and Bottom-Line Impacts of
Sustainability
Sustainability can have a positive effect on firms that pursue it, in both
stock price and operating performance. For example, firms that reduce
waste and utilize natural resources more efficiently may see increased
profitability through reduced costs and increased efficiency. Through a
shift in focus, one large technology firm saved $422 million and
reduced electricity use by 5.8 billion kWh over a 12-year period.7
Another possibility is that firms that score high on employee
engagement might have lower turnover, and higher employee
motivation, leading to higher human resource cost efficiency. This has
been shown through a number of studies as well. Across 14 countries,
companies on “The Best Companies to Work For” consistently achieved
outsized, positive returns relative to their industry peers.8
It is important to note that specific outcomes from sustainable
investments cited by large firms are often positive in nature, which
some may construe as suffering from a reporting bias. Sustainable
investments with suboptimal outcomes may not be reported as
frequently or transparently as those that are successful. Despite this risk,
the active investments by firms, in advance of regulatory or other
external pressures, is surely a sign of a broader shift in strategic
direction. A 2014 study by Ceres found that 60 percent of Fortune 100
companies voluntarily set clean energy and greenhouse gas reduction
targets, saving an aggregate of $1.1 billion annually from 30,000
projects.9

Research on Sustainability and Performance
Academic research that explores the relationship between investments
in sustainability and overall firm and market performance also points to
a positive relationship.10 This is often true even as far back as the 1990s,
when the first socially responsible equity indices were launched.

MARCH 2015

A broad 2014 meta study by Oxford University reviewed 190 of the
highest quality academic studies conducted on the relationship between
sustainability and firm performance. Overall, the study made a strong
case for business investment in sustainability, drawing the following
key conclusions from the body of studies they reviewed12:
• 90% showed that sound sustainability standards lowered the cost of
capital.
• 80% showed a positive relationship between stock performance and
good sustainability practices.
• 88% indicated that operational performance of firms was improved
by robust Environmental, Social and Governance practices.
While correlation does not equal causation, firms that pursue
sustainability strategies that result in improved corporate governance,
resource utilization or employee engagement often outperform their
peers.13 In addition, firms that are focused on sustainability are also
more likely to better manage environmental, financial and reputational
risks14, which is more likely to lead to lower volatility of cash flows.15
A 2011 study conducted by George Serafeim and Robert Eccles at
Harvard Business School also found that financial markets value firms
that incorporate sustainability practices into their operations. They
compared stock performance of 180 large US firms, using a matched
sample that classified 90 as high sustainability and 90 as low
sustainability. High sustainability firms were those that actively
incorporated material environmental, social and governance criteria into
decision-making at the firm level, while low sustainability firms did
not.
The study found that high sustainability firms significantly
outperformed their counterparts. Given a $1 investment in 1993 in a
value-weighted portfolio of high sustainability versus low sustainability
firms, the high sustainability portfolio would have grown to $22.60 by
2010, while the low sustainability portfolio would have only reached
$15.40, a difference of over 46%.16

The literature does not suggest that all investments in sustainability
produce positive returns. The key, according to one McKinsey study, is
that leading firms pursue investments in sustainability that aim to also
have a material financial impact.11

Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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The Wharton Social Impact Initiative of the University of Pennsylvania (WSII) notes that this report is provided for informational
purposes only. The information presented is not intended to be investment advice. Any references to specific investments are for
illustrative purposes only. The information herein does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the
particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individuals. This research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation
of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction. Some of the data contained herein or on which the research is based is current
public information that WSII considers reliable, but WSII does not represent it as accurate or complete, and it should not be
relied on as such. Nothing contained in this report should be construed as the provision of tax or legal advice. Past performance
is not indicative of future performance. Any information or opinions provided in this report are as of the date of the report, and
WSII is under no obligation to update the information or communicate that any updates have been made. Information
contained herein may have been provided by third parties, including investment firms providing information on returns and
assets under management, and may not have been independently verified.
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Executive Summar y
Given the pressure to find liquidity, GPs may face tradeoffs
between maximizing financial returns and ensuring the
preservation of portfolio companies’ missions, and therefore,
many wonder if GPs will sacrifice mission in exchange for
financial returns.
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Impact investing provides investors opportunities to generate social and environmental value through
their investable assets. Over the past decade, limited partners have increased capital allocations to
socially driven private equity funds. In turn, these funds have increased investment in mission-driven
portfolio companies with the goal of increasing the size of their revenues and assets, and the scope
of their impact. As funds mature, the general partners (GPs) who manage them must find liquidity
in their portfolio(s) in order to provide returns to their limited partner (LPs) investors1. For impact
fund managers, the pressure to find liquidity may be particularly pronounced since the impact
industry remains nascent and relatively unproven. In fact, the field is so new that critics and supporters
see every exit as a proof point. Given the pressure to find liquidity, GPs may face tradeoffs between
maximizing financial returns and ensuring the preservation of portfolio companies’ missions, and
therefore, many wonder if fund managers will sacrifice mission in exchange for financial returns.
To evaluate the interplay of liquidity and mission preservation in impact investing, the Wharton
Social Impact Initiative (WSII), under the supervision of Dr. David Musto and Dr. Christopher
Geczy, conducted a rigorous survey of 53 impact investing private equity funds from around the
world. In the study, WSII evaluated a set of enabling factors and constraints that contribute to
mission preservation, specifically 1) the extent to which LPs granted GPs legal permissions to pursue
impact in investment and exit decisions; 2) the degree to which GPs obtain control or influence
over exit outcomes; 3) financial performance of realized investments in the sample to evaluate the
context in which GPs pursue social or environmental impact; and 4) overall financial performance
of the industry to assess whether poor performance is placing further pressure on GPs to find
financially optimal exits.
In traditional investment arrangements between fund managers and investors, GPs are held to
professional standards and legal requirements to make investment decisions that deliver maximum
risk-adjusted financial returns for LPs. However, in impact investing, virtually all GPs surveyed in
the sample reported that LPs permitted them to pursue impact as part of the investment decisionmaking process, and in most cases required them to do so. The mandates are reflected in legally
binding agreements like Limited Partner Agreements or Private Placement Memoranda.
“According to survey responses, GPs usually do not obtain a controlling interest of
their portfolio companies’ boards of directors, and therefore have little control over
exit decisions.”

However, some question whether LP permissions or mandates are sufficient to protect company
missions. According to survey responses, GPs usually do not obtain a controlling interest of their
portfolio companies’ boards of directors, and therefore have little control over exit decisions.

1 General partners are the fund managers who provide capital for portfolio companies, whereas limited partners are the
investors or institutions that provide capital for the GP to invest.
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Foreword
Welcome to the first report in our Impact Series, showcasing
groundbreaking research into the effect of environmental, social
and governance investing on bond portfolio performance.

Across the world, individual and institutional investors
seek attractive financial returns while helping to achieve
a positive impact on the communities around them. With
growing concerns over climate change and global warming,
geopolitical instability and uncertainty in financial markets,
this has become even more pressing.
The growing awareness of and support for responsible
investing has led to it becoming inherent to the investment
processes of many institutional investors. These responsible
investors often hope to improve sustainability by engaging
with corporate managers, allocating capital to more
virtuous companies and lobbying for broader reporting
standards and changes in regulations.
Much research has been done on the relationship between
environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG)
investing and performance in equity markets, but far
less on its effect on the credit markets. This study by the
Barclays Research team into the behaviour of corporate
bond portfolios makes a significant contribution to the
available body of evidence on sustainable investing. The
research shows that applying ESG factors resulted in a
small but steady performance benefit and the team could
find no evidence of a negative effect.

If ESG attributes are aligned with bond returns as our
study suggests, we can expect the move to sustainable
investing to endure. As our analysts remind us in this
report: “As ESG considerations play out over a long horizon,
and as they increasingly become a priority for company
managers, they may help alleviate the pressure for shorttermism and encourage a focus on long-term value
creation – to the mutual benefit of the firm, its investors
and the world at large.”

Jes Staley, Chief Executive Officer of Barclays
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Key findings
of this report:
In investigating the link between ESG and corporate bond performance,
Barclays Research constructed broadly diversified portfolios tracking
the Bloomberg Barclays US Investment-Grade Corporate Bond Index.
They matched the index’s key characteristics (sector, quality, duration)
but imposed either a positive or negative tilt to different ESG factors.
• Barclays research shows that ESG need not be an “equity-only”
phenomenon and can be applied to credit markets without being
detrimental to bondholders’ returns.
• The findings show that a positive ESG tilt resulted in a small but
steady performance advantage.
• No evidence of a negative performance impact was found.
• ESG attributes did not significantly affect the price of corporate
bonds. No evidence was found that the performance advantage was
due to a change in relative valuation over the study period.
• When applying separate tilts to E, S and G scores, the positive effect
was strongest for a positive tilt towards the Governance factor, and
weakest for Social scores.
• Issuers with high Governance scores experienced lower incidence of
downgrades by credit rating agencies.
• Broadly similar results were observed using ratings from the two ESG
providers considered in this report despite the significant differences
between their methodologies.
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Executive Summary

 Cambridge Associates and the Global
Impact Investing Network have collaborated to launch the Impact Investing
Benchmark, the first comprehensive
analysis of the financial performance of
market rate private equity and venture
capital impact investing funds. While
the impact investing industry is in an
early stage of development, it is poised
for growth. One of the chief barriers to
industry advancement remains a paucity
of robust research on financial performance. Credible data on risk and return
can help both existing and future impact
investors better identify strategies that
best suit their desired social, environmental, and financial criteria.
 At launch, the Impact Investing
Benchmark comprises 51 private investment (PI) funds. Impact investments
are investments made into companies,
organizations, and funds with the intention to generate social and environmental
impact alongside a financial return. Funds
in the benchmark pursue a range of
social impact objectives, operate across
geographies and sectors, and were
launched in vintage years 1998 to 2010.
 Despite a perception among some investors that impact investing necessitates a
concessionary return, the Impact Investing
Benchmark has exhibited strong performance in several of the vintage years
studied as of June 30, 2014. In aggregate,
impact investment funds launched between
1998 and 2004—those that are largely
realized—have outperformed funds in a
comparative universe of conventional PI
funds. Over the full period analyzed, the
benchmark has returned 6.9% to investors

versus 8.1% for the comparative universe,
but much of the performance in more
recent years remains unrealized.
 Impact investment funds that raised
under $100 million returned a net IRR of
9.5% to investors. These funds handily
outperformed similar-sized funds in
the comparative universe (4.5%), impact
investment funds over $100 million
(6.2%), and funds over $100 million in the
comparative universe (8.3%). Emerging
markets impact investment funds have
returned 9.1% to investors versus 4.8%
for developed markets impact investment
funds. Those focused on Africa have
performed particularly well, returning 9.7%.
 In all private investing, manager selection
and due diligence are critical steps in the
investment process and are important
factors in obtaining superior returns and in
risk management; impact investing funds
are no exception. There are funds within
the Impact Investing Benchmark that have
performed in line with top quartile funds
in the comparative universe, showing that
market rates of return for impact investments are possible and also reinforcing that
manager skill is paramount.
 Creating and analyzing benchmarks for
private investments, especially for a younger,
emerging portion of the market such as
impact investing, poses a number of challenges. Difficulty acquiring private fund
performance data and strict inclusion criteria
limited our ability to amass a large dataset,
which presented data analysis limitations
that are unavoidable at this stage. Cambridge
Associates will produce an ongoing quarterly Impact Investing Benchmark report to
track the industry over time.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report analyzes the financial performance of 55 real assets impact investing funds
of vintage years 1997 through 2014, grouped into three sectors: timber, real estate, and
infrastructure. Impact investments are defined by their intent to generate social and/or
environmental returns alongside a financial return.
Overall, we note two key findings. The first is that risk-adjusted market rates of return
are achievable in impact investing, as evidenced by the fact that the distribution of
impact investing fund returns mirrors the distribution of conventional real asset fund
returns (Figure 1). The second is that fund selection is key to success, as the distribution
of individual fund returns varies widely; this applies equally to impact investing funds and
conventional funds.
Figure 1: Distribution of Fund IRRs Net to LPs by Quartile
As of June 30, 2016
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n

Impact
Investing
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Comparative
Universe

Impact
Investing
Benchmark

Comparative
Universe

Impact
Investing
Benchmark

Traditional
Infrastructure
Benchmark

PE
Energy
Benchmark

18

24

20

616

17

60

162

Notes: The Timber Impact Investing Benchmark includes funds of vintages 1997–2014 and the comparative timber universe was constructed of traditional
funds of the same vintages. The Real Estate Impact Investing Benchmark includes funds of vintages 2004–2014 and the comparative real estate universe
was constructed of traditional funds of the same vintages. The Impact Investing Benchmark includes funds of vintages 2005–2014; the focus of funds in this
benchmark is sufficiently differentiated that a comparative universe does not exist today. For reference purposes, we have included the returns of our traditional Infrastructure Benchmark and our PE Energy Benchmark, limited to funds raised over the 2005–2014 period.

Impact funds focused on the timber sector, raised in vintage years 1997–2014,
performed well. Since inception to June 30, 2016, they have produced a pooled net
internal rate of return (IRR) of 5.9%, comparing favorably with conventional timber
funds, which returned 3.3% over the same period using the same set of vintage
years. Top quartile funds returned at least 8.6% compared with at least 4.2% for
conventional timber funds. The impact objectives of these funds include sustainable timber production, land conservation, and biodiversity conservation.
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Leading Benchmarks, Indices, & Impact Measurement Frameworks Commonly
used by Impact Investors

Public Equity

Thematic

MSCI ACWI Index (Global Equity)
Wilshire 5000 Total Market Index (US All
Cap)
Russell 3000 Index (US All Cap)
S&P 500 (US Large Cap)
Russell 2000 Index (US Small Cap)
MSCI EAFE Index (Europe, Australasia,
and Far East Developed Markets Large
and Mid Cap)
MSCI Emerging Markets Index

Fossil Free Indexes and the Carbon
Underground 200
MSCI ACWI ESG Universal Index
MSCI ACWI Low Carbon Leaders Index
MSCI Emerging Markets ESG Universal Index
MSCI KLD 400 Social Index (US Large Cap)
S&P Global Clean Energy Index
S&P/TSX Renewable Energy and Clean
Technology Index
WilderHill Clean Energy Index (ECO)

Fixed Income

Hedge Funds

JPMorgan Corporate Emerging Markets
Bond Index (CEMBI)
Barclays MSCI ESG Fixed Income
Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Index

HFRI Indices
Preqin

Private Equity & Venture
Capital

FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Real Estate Index
NCREIF Farmland Property Index
NCREIF Timberland Property Index
Preqin

Cambridge Associates Clean Tech
Company Performance Statistics
Cambridge Associates Private Equity
and Venture Capital Benchmarks
Cambridge Associates/GIIN Private
Equity and Venture Capital Impact
Investing Benchmark
Kaplan-Schoar Public Market Equivalent
(PME) Benchmark
Long-Nickels PME Benchmark
PME+/Capital Dynamics Benchmark
Preqin

Real Assets

Commodities
Bloomberg Commodity Index (BCOM)

54

Leading Benchmarks, Indices, & Impact Measurement Frameworks Commonly
used by Impact Investors

Sustainability & Impact Reporting & Measurement Frameworks
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B Impact Assessment
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
Impact Management Project
Impact of Equity Engagement (IE2)
Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS)
Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB)
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
Global Impact Investing Rating Systems (GIIRS)

Impact & ESG Fund Rating Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aeris Insight
ENSOGO ESG Rating
GIIRS Funds
Lipper
Morningstar Sustainability Rating
MSCI ESG Fund Metrics
Natural Investments Social Rating

*Note that this is not a comprehensive list, but simply a summary of some of the most commonly
cited benchmarks, impact measurement frameworks, and ratings used by impact investors across
asset classes.
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